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Welcome

to Dethleffs. Travelling is a very pleasant hobby. Together with your 
family you can discover new regions and find new friends. In short: with 
caravanning you can feel the nature. With one of our Dethleffs caravans 
you can experience this in a very special way. Discover the meaning of 
caravanning. Let's go!

In addition to the information in this brochure we have prepared further 
multi-media information for you, such as videos, pictures, product 
information and prices.

or check out our community:

Pictures on the following pages partly show optional extras with surcharge.

internet price list

video online
This item is a Dethleffs 
Original Accessory



C’JOY – 
LESS IS  
MORE FUN

C’GO & C’GO UP – 
CARAVAN 
TO GO

CAMPER – 
THE CARAVAN 
FOR FAMILIES

NOMAD – 
EXPERIENCE 
PAYS OUT

EXCLUSIV – 
5-STAR 
CARAVANNING

C’JOY
Low weight, low price, pure 
caravanning joy. It has it all  
for experiencing freedom.

C’GO
Modern, fresh and ready to 
go. It offers a good choice 
of layouts and meets every 
demand. 

CAMPER
Ideal tour companion for 
families, thanks to a wide 
range of bunk bed layouts  
and a lot of storage room.

NOMAD
Elegant interior and extensive 
standard equipment make the 
Nomad perfect for demanding 
travellers. 

EXCLUSIV
Step into nature, but in style – 
this is what the Exclusiv stands for.

PAGE 6 PAGE 20 PAGE 36 PAGE 50 PAGE 64

The Dethleffs  
Caravan family
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FRIENDSHIP  
& FAMILY

A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY
That is what makes Dethleffs  
a friend of the family.

IN GOOD HANDS
Your reliable and fair partner.

PAGE 78 PAGE 82 PAGE 88

RELIABILITY  
& SERVICE

COCO
Roomy yet snuggly, the Coco is a  
bright, friendly, multi-functional, 
lightweight caravan.

COCO – 
INSPIRES  
WITH EASE 
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On the road in Bella Italia: experience La Dolce Vita 
amid unspoiled nature – perfect for mountain and  
water sports. In the evening everyone meets up  
for the “Passeggiata”, the evening stroll on the  
beach promenade or a walk in the historical center.  
It is impossible not to like Italy. 
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 ª  The perfect caravans for beginners: 
affordable and with everything you'll  
ever need on board! 

 ª  Never fear the narrow streets: one of the 
smallest caravans in its class with 2,12 cm  
of width

 ª  Lightweight: It can be towed with a small car  
with usual driver's licence of Class B (depending  
on towing vehicle)

 ª  Protects you from bad weather: roof, front and rear 
made of robust GRP

 ª  You don't have to make compromises: you can bring as 
much as you need because of lots of storage space and 
high load capacity

Packing up the bike and heading for Lake Garda – my idea of 
the perfect long weekend. The c’joy is ideal for me; being small 
and compact it can easily cope with the Alps and narrow Italian 
streets – and you only need a standard Class B licence. It has no 
unnecessary bells and whistles, but nevertheless everything I 
need is on board. 

Marcus Hengge • Marketing, mountaineer

PLUS FACTORS
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Less is  
more fun

Low weight, low price, pure caravanning joy. The c’joy has everything for living the 
freedom. Thanks to its compact size and low weight it is suitable for smaller cars and, 
depending on the towing vehicle, it can be driven with a Class B driver’s licence. In spite 
of its compact size, the c’joy has lots of space for two or even more passengers – all at an 
affordable price. Now the holidays can begin!
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Refueling makes happy. The c’joy is a lightweight caravan with  
below 1000 kg and that is visible on the refueling receipt

It is unbelievably slim! With a width of 2,12 m the c’joy belongs to the 
smallest caravans of its class and drives safely on narrow streets
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COOKING

Pasta bolognese 
alla mamma

Small kitchen very big: with 3-flame cooker, stainless steel sink and a lot of storage room  
• 420 QSH | Portobello
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This c’joy is perfect for a tour for two. After the dessert the city discovery can start • 410 QL | Portobello
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L IV ING

That is the real  
holiday feeling

Practical: the lounge can be easily converted to a converted to a bed • 410 QL | Portobello A hearty breakfast in the cosy seating lounge is a great way to start the day and ensures a 
successful holiday • 460 LE | Portobello
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A holiday without compromises. The c’joy has plenty of room for all your holiday clothes – and everything else you need for your trip. The numerous storage compartments and  
the wardrobe ensure everything has its place – and with up to 7 berths it is the perfect, compact, entry-level family caravan • 480 QLK | Clipper
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SLEEPING

Chill-out area

Finally the relaxation can begin and the morning sun will wake you up. Both single beds can be converted to a large 
double bed in a blink of an eye • 460 LE | Portobello

Up to three berths are optionally available in the children’s bunk bed in 
the rear of the c’joy • 480 QLK | Clipper
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BATHROOM

Refreshment

In the c’joy you don’t need to do without the bathroom. Here you can 
refresh yourself for the day • 410 QL | Portobello
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Your selection of 
upholstery

Sambesi Oak

Clipper Portobello
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c’joy 460 LE | Portobello
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Variety  
of choice

Many other information can be found at:  
www.dethleffs.com/caravans/cjoy

or in the separate technical  
specification brochure

Riffled sides, White (standard)
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410 QL

3 sleeping berths

420 QSH

3 sleeping berths

460 LE

3 sleeping berths

480 QLK

7 sleeping berths

The maximum of sleeping berths includes the lounge convert, the three bunk beds’ option and some optional extras.

Compact,  

affordable and  

space for up to 

7 persons!
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The crickets are chirping, a warm wind blows over the 
Adriatic coast and infuses the air with Mediterranean 
fragrances. A seemingly infinite coast, numerous islands, 
high mountains, green landscapes, rocky and pebble 
beaches – this is Croatia, truly a place of longing.
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 ª  Something for everyone: the layouts offer  
a wide range for small and big families

 ª  Fresh look: chic, modern interior design and a 
colourful choice of upholstery for every taste

 ª  Protects you from bad weather: roof, front and  
rear made of robust GRP

 ª  Nothing needs to be left at home: so much storage 
space and a high payload gives you the possibility  
to take everything you need with you

 ª  Lightweight: it can be towed with a Class B driver's licence 
(depending on the towing vehicle)

Storage space is the be-all and end-all for me while on holiday. 
The c’go has more than impressed me here. With so many  
practical compartments and drawers, everyone can bring their  
favourite toys or sports equipment. In addition, it feels like a 
chic apartment on wheels, and at a family-friendly price. 

Stefanie Koller • Marketing, passionate camper

PLUS FACTORS
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Caravan  
to go

The c’go inspires to pack your luggage and to go on tour. It looks modern and fresh, 
is available in four trendy upholstery designs and offers a wide selection of layouts: 
from the smallest compact one to the spacious family caravan. That makes it to an ideal 
journey companion and very popular with young couples and young families. No wonder! 
This caravan comes with an attractive price! When will you start?
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Simple handling and safety for the whole family are the most important 
features of the c’go: thanks to the Dethleffs safety components. They help 
in dangerous situations and provide better driving features. More safety 
can be installed with the optional package “Safety to go”

Stay at the place where you want to stay.  
That is no problem with the optional Autarkic Package
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COOKING

Cooking for every
family member

Your c’go is equipped with 3-burner hob, sink and a fridge with freezer compartment 
• 495 QSK | Blue Lagoon
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Cooking for every
family member

The kitchen is a real room wonder. Spacious kitchen overhead lockers and roomy drawers with softclose system for plentiful storage space • 495 FR | Sunshine
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L IV ING

Cosiness without  
compromises

Totally flexible: comfortable get togethers or additional sleeping berths? In a flash the lounge can be converted to bed  
• 495 QSK | Blue Lagoon

Colourful well-being is no problem in this lounge  
• 495 QSK | Green Paradise
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A large U-shaped lounge, a lot of storage room: all that is available in four different upholstery designs • 495 FR | Sunshine
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SLEEPING

Relax and enjoy  
the view

Many windows for a perfect view are on board in every c’go layout. The front bed area can be 
equipped with a large window or with a cosy corner with no window 

Your c’go is available in three different bunk bed layouts. And if this is not enough you can opt 
for three bunks • 495 QSK | Blue Lagoon
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BATHROOM

Start your day  
refreshed

All cleaned up in no time! There is always time for a shower in the c’go: 
an optional shower is available for all layouts

Comfortable bathroom thanks to the open washing area with a large mirror • 495 FR | Sunshine
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The cosy sleeping area can simply be pulled down and accessed via a ladder • 525 KR | Blue LagoonThe pull-down bed disappears under the roof with a single hand movement. 
The sleeping area is transformed into the seating lounge in next to no time 
• 525 KR | Blue Lagoon

The new c’go up
All the beds fold up! 
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 As soon as the pull-down bed is stowed under the roof, your c’go up is ready for the day’s  

activities. And in bad weather, the kids can play happily in their own children’s area 
 • 525 KR | Blue Lagoon

Despite its compact dimensions, the c’go up provides up to 7 comfortable berths:  
cosy bunk beds for the children and a comfy pull-down bed (200 x 140 cm) for adults.  
And if that’s not enough, simply conjure up two more berths in the convertible  
seating lounge • 525 KR | Blue Lagoon

208 cm
Interior  headroom

Room 
for up to 7 people
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Your selection of 
upholstery

Pearlwhite

Blue Lagoon Green ParadiseGrey Orbit Sunshine
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c’go 495 QSK | Blue Lagoon
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Variety  
of choice
Riffled sides, White (standard)

Many other information can be found at:  
www.dethleffs.com/caravans/cgo

or in the separate technical  
specification brochure
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The maximum of sleeping berths includes the lounge convert, the three bunk beds’ option and some optional extras.

c’go up, riffled sides, White (standard)

415 QL

3 sleeping berths 3 sleeping berths

430 QS 475 EL

3 sleeping berths

475 FR

4 sleeping berths

495 FR

4 sleeping berths

495 QSK

6 sleeping berths

525 KR

7 sleeping berths

465 KR

6 sleeping berths

565 FMK

6 sleeping berths

535 QSK

6 sleeping berths

515 RE

4 sleeping berths
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Mountain meadows full of dandelions 
shine in full yellow, the scent of wild 
flowers, grasses and herbs invite you 
to linger. And also the melodious ring 
of cowbells – all that makes the Allgäu 
the perfect holiday region for the whole 
family.
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 ª  Enough space for every child: a selection  
of family layouts with bunk beds

 ª  Better safe than sorry: exemplary Dethleffs safety 
equipment

 ª  Ready to go thanks to comprehensive standard 
specifications

 ª  Modern interior: three classic upholstery versions 

 ª  Steeled for all needs: even short caravans less than  
7 m available

I think it’s so romantic that Arist Dethleffs invented the caravan so that his family 
would always be with him on business trips. You also notice right away that a lot 
of love and experience has gone into the Camper. And you won’t find so many 
family-friendly layouts anywhere else. Every year, we put one of them through  
its paces and give our feedback to our colleagues. 

Anita Lorenscheit • Press and public relations, live wire and family organiser

PLUS FACTORS
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Real holiday  
love

With its extensive standard equipment, abundant storage room and a wide range of bunk 
bed layouts, the Camper is the ideal caravan for all those of you who love adventure. 
The standard safety equipment enables carefree travelling comfort. Modern safety 
components include: high-quality branded chassis, axle shock absorber and stabiliser. 
Self-adjusting Premium Brake is installed from the start for shorter braking distance and  
is a real plus factor on safety.
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The Camper has everything on board to start your holiday now If it is the warm water supply, flyscreen door, large panoramic skylight and robust GRP roof –  
the Camper just provides more for you!
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COOKING

Holiday kitchen  
made easy

Practical kitchen with large drawers and pull-out larder unit • 550 ESK | Catania

Here the small and big caravanners 
become full: on three cooking hobs with 
electrical ignition delicious meals can be 
perfectly prepared even for a big family.

The fresh ingredients are stored in 
the large fridge. Bottles and spices 
can be easily placed in the practical 
apothecary pull-out. Dishes, pots and 
pans have enough space in voluminous 
drawers.
 
By the way: the warm water supply 
comes as standard. 
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We are a friend of the family! The Camper ranges offer a wide selection of bunk bed layouts. A third bunk bed is optionally available on most models • 550 ESK | Catania
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L IV ING

Pure holiday feeling The pulse is increasing, the heart is beating faster, the Camper is winning hearts one after the 
other. The secret: its inner values, offering living solutions for the most different requirements. 
Plentiful storage room makes this the perfect leisure time base for active holidays. Camper 
models provide a lot of space for families or spontaneous visitors. The seating lounge can be 
quickly converted to a cosy double bed thanks to the telescopic one-leg table. And if you need 
even more space you can have a closer look into the XL variant of the Camper: the twin-axle 
models with 2,5 m of width and over 8 m length (e.g. Camper 730 FKR) which offer the comfort 
and elbow room of a holiday apartment on wheels!

Dethleffs mattress topper with matching fitted sheet. Available with Dethleffs Original Accessory  
(see p. 95)
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The practical one-leg telescopic table provides a lot of leg room in the lounge. Converting to a sleeping area is quick and easy • 540 QMK | Cosmo
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SLEEPING

A friend  
of the family

The camper is available in many family-friendly layouts, with separate children’s rooms and 
large, sturdy bunk beds with comfortable 7-zone mattresses made from climate-regulating 
materials. The bunk beds have a maximum load capacity of 80 kg and so are also suitable 
for larger occupants. To increase the available space, the lower bunk beds can be folded up-
wards (not possible with the optional triple bunk bed or the 730 FKR model). With lengthwise 
installed bunk beds a big playground can be created in the interior. Our transverse bunk bed 
layouts feature a rear garage where you can store your bulky holiday items.

The comfortable single beds can be converted to a huge double 
bed, if desired (option) • 550 ESK | Catania

Big families watch out! Instead of the seating lounge you 
can opt for two bunk beds • 730 FKR | Bolivia

Two bunk beds are not sufficient? You can opt for a 
third bunk bed • 540 QMK | Cosmo
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BATHROOM

Wellness Oasis

The Camper offers a lot of elbow room in its bathroom – for washing and dressing • 540 QMK | Cosmo Next to the large bed there is the spa area: a toilet room with shower as the 
alternative variant of the bathroom (option) • 730 FKR | Bolivia
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Your selection of 
upholstery

Rosario Cherry

Bolivia Catania Cosmo
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Camper 500 QSK | Cosmo
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Variety  
of choice
Riffled sides, White (standard)

Many other information can be found at:  
www.dethleffs.com/caravans/camper

or in the separate technical  
specification brochure
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Smooth sides, Silver-MetallicSmooth sides, White

The maximum of sleeping berths includes the lounge convert, the three bunk beds’ option and some optional extras.

550 ESK

6 sleeping berths

460 EL

3 sleeping berths

470 ER

3 sleeping berths

530 FSK

6 sleeping berths

560 FMK

6 sleeping berths

650 FMK

6 sleeping berths

730 FKR

8 sleeping berths

740 RFK

7 sleeping berths

470 FR

4 sleeping berths

500 QSK

6 sleeping berths

510 ER

4 sleeping berths

540 QMK

6 sleeping berths
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An endless expanse, a bracing sea breeze, 
picturesque farms and lighthouses – and of 
course fresh fish. Let yourself be enchanted 
by the fascinating nature of the North.
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 ª  Something for everyone: wide range of 
touring caravans with double and single-bed 
layouts

 ª   Sophisticated exterior design – with chic details 
such as chrome trim on the side walls, design 
rear light moulding with integrated lights and 
chrome manoeuvring handles

 ª  Well-being atmosphere: exquisite, elegant living 
room design with atmospheric light concept

 ª      Cooking like at home: very well equipped gourmet 
kitchen with illuminated kitchen rear panel

 ª  Ready to go thanks to comprehensive standard specifications

PLUS FACTORS

The Nomad has been a loyal Dethleffs travel companion for many years. Which is 
why this year we decided to give it an elegant “new outfit”. An absolute highlight is 
the ingenious lighting concept from our “lighting workshop”. This ensures a special 
sense of well-being for everyone who loves to go camping. I have no doubt that the 
sophisticated standard specification will impress all style-conscious caravan lovers.

Benjamin Schaden •  Caravan division manager, passionate caravaner
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Experience  
pays off

The Nomad radiates a new, stylish aura. With a bright, modern and fresh interior design, 
indirect lighting, a comprehensive standard specification and stylish details, it is the 
perfect caravan for discerning campers.

Whether a narrow travelling caravan or a big luxurious twin-axle – the Nomad offers a 
wide range of well thought out living solutions for traveling couples. And even if visitors 
are invited, additional sleeping berths can be quickly provided.
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“The holidays start when you are about to leave!”
This caravanning commitment also applies to the Nomad, as the 
modern chassis technology lets the travelling be the most relaxing 
experience. If it is the high-quality branded chassis, the axle shock 
absorber, the stabiliser or the self-adjusting Premium brake – all 
components optimally match each other and provide some active 
driving security.
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The chic Gourmet kitchen offers cooking 
fun on three cooking hobs with electrical 
ignition. A practical apothecary pull-out 
and large drawers carry amounts of 
kitchen utensils.

COOKING

Cooking point for  
North men and women

Spacious kitchen with practical pull-out larder unit, 142–litre fridge and 3-burner cooker  
with electric ignition and illuminated kitchen rear panel • 490 EST | Champion
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Fresh ingredients are stored in the large 142-litre refrigerator, which features a spacious door compartment that can accommodate wine bottles and water bottles up to 1.5 litres. Indirect lighting below the 
kitchen worktop ensures a good view of the spacious drawers. Additional comfort feature: the standard hot water system • 490 BLF | Ruby
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L IV ING

Comfortable  
Nomad life

In 1954 Dethleffs presented the Nomad for the very first time. The caravan quickly built 
a loyal fan base with its convincing quality and noble interior. The current models build 
upon these solid core values and appeal with their high-grade details. All three available 
upholstery options create a welcoming ambience. The single-column telescopic table 
ensures comfortable legroom. Special accents such as a window in the habitation door, 
indirect lighting, the chic furniture design and the designer solid-surface washbasin make 
the Nomad stand out from the crowd.

A sturdy wooden sliding door separates the children’s and parents’ bedrooms from each other and 
from the living room • 730 FKR | Chromo

A generous kitchen that spans the entire width of the vehicle and the adjoining seating lounge 
ensure perfect living comfort • 490 BLF | Ruby
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Perfect for sitting together comfortably, and also for a relaxing sleep – the large U-shaped seating lounge in the front • 650 RQT | Chromo
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SLEEPING

First class  
sleeping comfort

To ensure first-class sleeping comfort for restful nights, the SchlafGut system includes 
high-quality 7-zone mattresses made from climate-regulating materials for all fixed 
beds and bunk beds. Together with the ergonomic springs creating a refined sleeping 
system for a deep and good sleep. All single beds are connected by cushions in head and 
shoulder sections. Our ergonomic design is ideal for those who sleep on their front, too!

The large double bed is easily accessible from three sides and can be pushed back during the 
day to create even more space • 650 RQT | Chromo

Two 95 cm wide single beds provide restful sleep and can be easily converted to a double bed  
• 460 EL | Chromo
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BATHROOM

Spacious bathroom

Start your day refreshed. In the bathroom you will find everything you need • 490 EST | Champion The open bathroom provides a lot of headroom • 490 BLF | Ruby
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Your selection of 
upholstery

Ruby Champion Chromo

Noce Nagano
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Nomad 490 BLF | Ruby
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Variety  
of choice
Riffled sides, White (standard)

Many other information can be found at:  
www.dethleffs.com/caravans/nomad

or in the separate technical  
specification brochure
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460 EL

3 sleeping berths

470 FR

4 sleeping berths

490 BLF

3 sleeping berths

490 EST

3 sleeping berths

530 DR

4 sleeping berths

560 RET

4 sleeping berths

560 FMK

6 sleeping berths

590 RF

4 sleeping berths

650 RQT

4 sleeping berths

730 FKR

8 sleeping berths

740 RFK

7 sleeping berths

The maximum of sleeping berths includes the lounge convert, the three bunk beds’ option and some optional extras.

510 ER

4 sleeping berths

Smooth sides, Silver-MetallicSmooth sides, White
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Excellent perpectives on the unique world 
of mountains and culinary delights like 
the Swiss chocolate or the fondue make 
Switzerland your next holiday destination.
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 ª  Exclusive ambience: ambient lighting  
and illuminated kitchen splash wall

 ª  Exclusive design: exterior with chic details 
like draw bar cover, chrome trim lines and 
illuminated LED trim line on awning side

 ª  Easy entry: Coupé entry with extra wide  
entrance door

 ª  Gourmet holidays at its best: GourmetPlus kitchen 
with 4-flames gas hob and lots of space for the  
meal preparation

 ª  Wide selection: Upholstery niftily stitched, or leather 
upholstery (option) in combination with classy wood décor 

Everything about this caravan should be exclusive – this was our 
goal during its development. The result is this spacious marvel 
which exudes all-round elegance and delivers comfort and luxu-
rious equipment for every season. And for winter campers,  
I would highly recommend the Exclusiv model. 

Richard Angerer • Caravan product manager, ardent caravaner

PLUS FACTORS
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5-star 
caravanning

Get out into nature, enjoy the fresh wind and air but with style and no compromise on 
comfort. That is what the Exclusiv stands for. High-quality materials, modern overhead 
locker doors with 3D decoration elements, dimmable and ambient lighting and beautiful  
details give some aesthetics and comfort. Pure cooking fun is promised by the GourmetPlus  
kitchen. The dimmable illumination in the living area and the corner head rests in the 
lounge invite to lay down and relax and enjoy the stylish evenings. The stylish ambience 
outside is highlighted by the illuminated Chrome decoration strip over the complete 
sidewall. When you love comfort you also will love the Exclusiv. 
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The Exclusiv provides a good atmosphere outside. That is ensured by the illuminated chrome decoration strip  
on the awning side and you can enjoy beautiful nights in the nature with atmospheric ambience
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COOKING

Star kitchen  
for Gourmets

Quick step to the market and then cook like chefs in the GourmetPlus kitchen 
(with illuminated splash wall) • 560 FR | Castello

The distinguished GourmetPlus kitchen 
with four powerful burners invites 
culinary discovery. Holiday Gourmets 
need a lot of space for chopping, filleting 
and sautéing. And there is more than 
enough room to do so – thanks to the 
fold-out, robust worktop. Freshly caught 
fish can be stored in the large fridge /
freezer combination. The appetiser 
waits for its cocktail hour, well cooled 
in the bottle compartment. All the 
accoutrements: vinegar, oil, spices and 
herbs in good hands if you store them 
in the apothecary pull-out. Spacious 
drawers offer ample space for dishes, 
pots and pans.

By the way: the indirect light sources not 
only provide glamourous atmosphere – 
they also illuminate the roomy drawers.
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The spacious U-shaped lounge with a steady, height-adjustable one-leg telescopic table invites to a romantic dinner for two • 760 ER | Fascino
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L IV ING

Fresh wind in  
the luxury caravan

Enjoy the room, style and luxury in these roomy designed layouts. The elegant interior, 
seductive ambience and wraparound lounge has the interior design of a yacht. Thanks to 
the wide entrance door and the lowered Coupé entrance step you comfortably enter your 
home on wheels. Soft, supple cushions in fabric or leather invite you to take a seat in the 
lounge. With the dimmable light concept a wonderful ambience can perform miracles. 
 

Supple leather cushions (option) and dimmable, indirect light sources for a special and cosy ambience   
• 560 FR | Castello

The optional frame windows provide an optimal insulation even with freezing 
temperatures
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The holistic light composition underlines the interplay of the high-contrast surfaces and materials • 760 ER | Lavin
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SLEEPING

Sleeping on air The 7-zone mattress made from climate-regulating material was developed to meet the 
highest demands – on request with a comfortable water-gel topper. It optimally supports 
the body and provides a wonderful cooling effect while falling asleep. Have a good night!

The comfortable additional cushion enables more space in shoulder 
sector and is standard for all single beds • 550 ER | Lavin

Dethleffs blanket available with  
Dethleffs Original Accessory (see p. 95)
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BATHROOM

Wellness Oasis

Two doors create your individual spa area in your caravan – with lots of elbow room and integrated wardrobe   
• 760 ER | Lavin
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Your selection of 
upholstery

Dakota Oak with modern 3D decoration element Dakota Oak with sophisticated, integrated LED illuminatoin (option)

Lavin Amaro Real leather Castello (option) Real leather Fascino (option)
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Exclusiv 760 ER | Fascino
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Variety  
of choice
Riffled sides, White (standard)

Many other information can be found at:  
www.dethleffs.com/caravans/exclusiv

or in the separate technical  
specification brochure
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550 ER

4 sleeping berhts

560 FR

4 sleeping berhts

650 RET

4 sleeping berhts

730 FKR

8 sleeping berhts

760 DR

4 sleeping berhts

760 ER

4 sleeping berhts

The maximum of sleeping berths includes the lounge convert, the three bunk beds’ option and some optional extras.

Smooth sides, Silver-MetallicSmooth sides, White
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Inspires with 
lightness.
The new Coco.

I like to keep things flexible and uncomplicat-
ed when travelling, so the small, lightweight 
COCO is perfect for me. Fresh colours and 
clean lines, flexible conversion options and 
a stylish look make the COCO my favourite 
holiday home base.

Alexander Huber • Caravan product manager,  
Coco fan through and through

Many other information can be found at:  
www.dethleffs.com/caravans/coco

or in the separate technical  
specification brochure
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Lightness at the highest level: at only 730 kg, nothing compares to 
the lighthearted joy of travelling with the Dethleffs Coco. For this 
reason, our lightweight experts have combined the most effective 
and possible solutions in our competence centre and created a 
revolutionary construction approach. It is based on the optimal 
interaction of single components, such as the chassis, the floor,  
and the sidewall. The Coco: travelling with lightness and joy!
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cocooning + comely = 

The large sun sail and skirt covers are 
available with Dethleffs Original Accessory 
(see p. 95)

With relaxation  
factor

Eating, relaxing or sleeping? In just one easy step the lounge area 
transforms into a cinema, sofa or bed • Lounge | Waterfall

wrap up and relax!
charming, attractive
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The lines are clear, the colours fresh, the layout flexible. The Coco is not your usual caravan • Lounge | Waterfall
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FRIENDSHIP  
& FAMILY
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2019

“Not without 
my family”

Arist Dethleffs, the inventor of the caravan 
was a family man. He wanted to take 
his small family with him while being 
away on trade trips. In short he invented 
the “living car” for travelling together. 
Adapted to the wishes and requirements 
of his family. The caravan functioned as 
the atelier for his wife Fridel. 

We have been honing and perfecting 
Arist's original, groundbreaking idea of the 
‘rolling home’ for over 89 years. And at 
the core of our development is the vision:
FAMILY and its needs.

FRIENDSHIP & FAMILY

The eventful story with many 
interesting images from nearly  
90 years of Dethleffs Caravanning  
are presented on:
www.dethleffs.com/history
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Always worth a visit!

im Allgäu

Experience Dethleffs  
at work

FRIENDSHIP & FAMILY

Motivated employees, high-quality materials and permanent quality checks ensure the long life 
cycle of your vehicle 

Dethleffs is one of the biggest production sites for leisure vehicles in Europe.  
Join us for a factory tour

In Isny in the amazing Allgäu you can visit the birthplace of your home on wheels. During 
the factory tour and the visit in our show room you will get to know what is the meaning  
of reliable quality from Isny. Visit us!

On a tour you will experience the Dethleffs production. Please register via e-mail or phone. 
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Travel elegantly and safely, with every conceivable comfort

Empire of children!? 22 bunk bed layouts with up to eight 
sleeping berths optionally available

With bag and baggage
or time for two?

FRIENDSHIP & FAMILY

Holiday time is family time. It doesn’t 
matter what makes your family unique, 
Dethleffs will offer you the best travel 
companion. We have been searching for 
89 years for the best solutions for families. 
Choose the perfect match for you from 
our portfolio of 56 models. Which is your 
favourite look? The Scandinavian freshness 
or the warm, muted colours? Do you prefer 
to stay away for a longer time or do you 
like short city trips? Do you need maximum 
space for your XXL family? Or do you need 
a compact home-from-home? Of course, 
we also have taken into account your four-
legged friends! 

We’ re not just family-friendly, we're pet-friendly, too!  
Look out for our Dog-on-Board package. Available with 
Dethleffs Original Accessory (see p. 95)
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Words must be 
followed by actions

FRIENDSHIP & FAMILY

A good friend is there when help is 
needed. And in the camping family 
everybody helps each other. And in the 
camping family, everybody helps out in 
the only way they know how. That’s why 
we support projects that benefit needy 
families. For example, by giving them 
a break from everyday life with a free 
camping holiday.

Help with us! Donate for our projects 
and make the families in need happy.

Dethleffs Family Foundation
Arist-Dethleffs-Str. 12 • D-88316 Isny i. Allg.
Tel. +49 (0) 7562 987-0
dethleffs-hilft-kindern@dethleffs.de
Kreissparkasse Ravensburg
IBAN: DE23 6505 0110 0000 2083 14
BIC: SOLADES1RVB

A holiday at last: we help  

disadvantaged families to 

enjoy a camping holiday

Father Christmas visits children’s homes each year ...

... and children’s wards in hos-
pitals, making the youngsters’ 
eyes light up in delightwww.dethleffs.com/ 

family-foundation
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RELIABILITY
& SERVICE
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The cradle  
of the caravan

Arist Dethleffs was a typical “Mächeler” – this word from the Allgäu describes a tinkerer 
with heart and mind. The craftsmanship here is tradition, no wonder, that the cradle of 
the caravans stands in Isny. For over 89 years we have been continuing the vision of the 
“living car” in Isny. In doing so the reliability of the vehicles still takes centre stage – high-
grade components, careful production and permanent quality checks make sure that your 
vehicle “made in Allgäu” faithfully accompanies you. 

“Always better” is the motto of the Dethleffs production. Modern technology and experienced, motivated employees produce reliable, high quality

REL IABIL IT Y
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All possible  
comfort

Your home on wheels needs to have the 
same comfort as at home. Restful nights 
are guaranteed by the Dethleffs SleepWell 
system.

When cooking you do not need to 
compromise while being away from 
home. The Gourmet kitchens come with 
all the required appliances you need for 
cooking delicious meals. Warm water 
supply comes as standard (from Camper 
range). And when washing the dishes the 
old camping rule applies: one does the 
cooking and the other washes up!

REL IABIL IT Y

Cooking like an expert in the GourmetPlus kitchen (Exclusiv)With flexible slat frames and ergonomic 7-zone mattresses 
you will sleep like on air

Online you will find more 
information about the Dethleffs 
SleepWell system:  
www.dethleffs.com/sleepwell
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With every 
weather condition

The Allgäu is the homeland of the hardest 
winter – and since 1931 also ours! As we 
still have the real winters, we mostly 
know what is especially needed for 
winter camping. All Dethleffs caravans are 
suitable for winter use as standard. With 
the ingenious Winter Comfort Packages 
your caravan becomes winter proof and 
is perfect for using during hard conditions 
like ice and snow. With this winter-proof 
equipment the bitter cold nights will 
become comfortably warm in your caravan.

REL IABIL IT Y

Suitable for winter use: outdoor 
temperature of 0 °C the inner room can  
be warmed up to 20 °C. 

Winter-proof: a completely cooled down 
vehicle must heat up within four hours to 
+20 °C at -15 °C outdoor temperature. 
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Thanks to the AAA Premium brake the braking distance gets shorter

But safe!
RELIABIL IT Y

The Dethleffs Safety Package is available as an optional extension. It offers you maximum 
safety with its stabilising system, crash sensor and the smoke detector

Braking distance up to 5 metres shorter

Your safety is of utmost importance to us and that is why we use reliable, branded  
vehicle components, trusted for many years. All of our caravans are designed for a  
speed of 100 km / h. The optional Dethleffs Safety Packages go even further – with 
stabiliser, crash sensor and smoke detector.
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Signed and sealed We won’t leave you out in the rain. We have installed a robust roof made of GRP which is 
resist to storm and hail. The high-quality conversion of the vehicle is backed by Dethleffs’ 
water ingress warranty.

Dethleffs guarantee the water tightness of your caravan for six years, provided that annual 
water ingress inspections are undertaken by your Dethleffs workshop and documented 
with the inspection sticker.

REL IABIL IT Y

Good mood guarantee even if it is raining The inspection sticker is available with your Dethleffs service partner
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www.d
ethleff

s-origi
nal-zu

behör.
com

Everything else you need on holiday 
is available thanks to Dethleffs Orig-
inal Accessories, which are tailored 
to your vehicle. Simply browse our 
catalogue at your Dethleffs dealer  
or visit www.dethleffs-original- 
zubehoer.com/en

Maximum comfort and safety – these are 
the right ingredients to make you feel 
completely at home in your mobile home. 
We therefore offer a range of original 
accessories for your vehicle, all of which 
fit perfectly and are ideal enhancements 
– from cuddly accessories to protective 
devices and ways to perfectly organise 
your caravan. 

All additional components can be conven-
iently ordered from your Dethleffs dealer 
and retrofitted if necessary. They will gladly 
advise you to ensure that you are perfectly 
equipped while on the road.

Additional storage space underneath the caravan: waterproof 
bags that can be attached to the skirts

Exactly tailored mattress topper with matching fitted sheetElegant Dethleffs „D“ hooks in chrome-look are really solid 
and can be retrofitted easily

It’s all on board.  
Dethleffs Original Accessories

SERVICE
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Competent consulting you will get at your Dethleffs authorised trade partner. Drop in and convice yourself!

Sustainable quality and service is liked by 
our customers. Our Retailers are qualified 
experts in everything Dethleffs. Pop in 
and see our latest products and you’ll be 
convinced!

Always there  
for you!

SERVICE

When making your choice of holiday companion, we are there to help. We have 330 expert 
Dethleffs retailers looking forward to meeting you and discussing your individual holiday 
wishes. At Dethleffs service partners your vehicle will be in good hands when inspections, 
repairs or spare parts are needed. Thanks to the extensive Dethleffs spare parts stock the 
parts will be quickly supplied and you again can enjoy your adventure travelling!
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A fair deal – 
with a double guarantee

SERVICE

As our customer you are in safe hands 
– this is underlined by the fact that we 
were awarded the German Fairness 
Award two years in succession – a first 
for a mobile home manufacturer. 

But what is the meaning of “fair”? 
Perhaps that you always can count on us. 
True to our company motto – a friend of 
the family.

That our existing customers have the  
same opinion is confirmed by the award 
in single categories price-performance 
ratio and reliability. We say “Thanks a lot!”
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SERVICE

Well informed 
always and everywhere

News about Dethleffs, caravanning and all 
the vehicle details you need can be found 
on our website: www.dethleffs.com
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Further information can be sent upon request.  

Subject to change, errors excepted. 
Please note that the pictures of this brochure also show alternative designs or optional fittings at 
extra costs. Detailed information about specifications and equipment can be found at the separate 
specification sheet. Colours will differ.
 

Many thanks for the support and decoration of the vehicles: 
pad home design concept gmbh, VAUDE Sport GmbH & Co. KG, Zwiesel Kristallglas AG,  
dm-drogerie markt GmbH + Co. KG

Photography: Karl Holzhauser • eye5.li • Daniel Zangerl • Hari Pulko • Adobe Stock • Shutterstock
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